
System z Enables Solutions For 
A Smarter Planet 

The Smart Platform

Presenter
Presentation Notes

Main Message 
We talked about  being Smart, Being smart means being more agile, being more instrumented and more flexible. Being more able to support and sustain growth
The z stands for zero down time. To build these smart solutions you need a SMART PLATFORM The IBM System z10 delivers the scalability, flexibility, and performance you need—at the lowest entry point you want.
The smart choice. z10 lets your IT system expand and innovate to meet any business demand. 
The cool choice. z10 offers lower energy consumption and management costs than equivalent distributed systems  
Additional Detail
To fulfill you need a dynamic infrastructure
Gives you the ability to manage effectively across a converged business and IT infrastructure.
Optimizing infrastructure leveraging virtualization, standardization, and energy efficient approaches helps you free up operating expenses to drive new investment. 
Helping businesses control, protect and gain value from information. 
Manages and mitigates risk:   
Each of these characteristics is important and necessary to the ideals of a dynamic infrastructure than can improve service, reduce cost, and manage risk while helping to delivery service with greater agility and speed.
Now lets take a closer look at how you can begin to build a more dynamic infrastructure 
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Unprecedented levels of availability to support new services

On demand capacity to expand and contract as needed

Scalability to meet the most demanding workloads

Security to protect processes and information

Operationally friendly

Green, lowering energy costs 

Has smart software to enable smarter solutions

Smarter Planet Solutions Need Platforms 
With The Right Qualities Of Service 

Secure and Agile

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Main Messages
System z hardware, operating systems, and middleware elements work together providing an environment with a high QoS unmatched elsewhere 
Availability 
Continuous availability of applications & data  
Within a sysplex, all systems can have concurrent access to all critical applications and data. 
Capacity
The z10 EC delivers 50% more capacity for a n-way processor compared to the z9 EC and 70% more capacity on a fully configured server than z9 EC S54,  for workloads running z/OS 1.8.
Scale
 System z can scale up to a maximum of 64 CPUs (configurable). 
Parallel Sysplex is a cluster of up to 32 z/OS images, providing  additional horizontal scalability. 
Security
 System z helps with customer privacy; offering data protection and access control 
Operationally Friendly
 Operating system maintenance and release changes can be done without downtime
All the hardware elements have always had an internal redundancy. Allowing for  switchover automatically in the event of an error.  (i.e. oscillators)
Green
  z10 EC offers a 15% improvement in performance per KWh over the IBM System z9
In addition, the z10 provides monitoring of energy consumption and tools for building energy consumption analysis. 
Smart SW
Though the software in some cases runs on other platforms (Tivoli) there is greater synergy with the z hardware. Better exploitation of System z 
Additional Detail
Availability- In a disaster, a failing system is taken over automatically by either restarting the applications of the failing system on other systems, redirecting work requests to other systems, using GDPS for disaster recovery
Mainframes allow dynamical addition, or reconfiguration of new processors without impacting availability
Security - Highest common criteria ratings; Protect networks against intrusion or denial of service;helps you comply with regulations; Offers secured transport of customer data;
Operations- z provides excellent recovery from failure 
Scale-Mainframes can scale on demand-- scale out (additional LPARs), scale up (additional books), can scale in (VM on System z).
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Good Hardware Designed For Reliability

35% of the chip is dedicated 
to availability management

Chip real estate
Logic units 65%
Redundancy 15%
Checkpoint Maintenance 8%
Error checking 5%
Containment Logic 5%
Recovery Logic 1%
Error Reporting 1%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Main point- How is the real estate of a chip used?
A good portion of the z chip –about 1/3-is used for reliability engineering. 
The chip is engineered to provide continuous availability
MTBF is almost 10 years as a result
These are some of the capabilities:
Redundancy / Checking bits 15%
Error checkers 5%
Error reporting structure 1%
Checkpoint maintenance 8%
Recovery logic 1%
Containment logic 5%                    TOTAL 35% real estate dedicated to reliability 

Additional  Detail 
System z10 was challenged in by dramatic increases in circuit density, processor, and power density. These challenges were met by enhanced hardware reliability, availability, and other serviceability features    
The reliability of the platform improved though multiple elements: 
The number of chips on the MCM was reduced to 7 from 16 on the z9. 
The z10 chip has single-core check stopping and transparent CPU sparing. 
Extensive availability improvements were made to memory subsystem.
DIMM field replacement unit indicators reduce install and repair times. 
A point-to-point fabric between PU books eliminates the need for a jumper card. 
Other Information
There is a new method to replace a failing lane in the memory bus. 
New data collection in to FICON channels to improve problem determination.
A reduction in the number of planned system outages to improve availability. 
A new architecture for Capacity on Demand that helps manage temp upgrades.
The need for separate capacity backup passwords was eliminated.
Internal mgt of the hardware system area (HSA) was improved so customers no longer had to do a server power-on reset  
Enormous verification, test, and firmware capabilities, redundancy built in
The architectural machine state is saved under strong error-correcting code (ECC) at instruction checkpoints. 
The chip has 4 cores with a recovery unit to checkpoint architected state.. The detection of an error causes the checkpoint state to be restored
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Reliable 
Operations

Error prevention
Technology
Design
Test

Error detection
Instantaneous
Error domain
Data capture Recovery

Fence
Reset
Fault tolerance

Problem determination
Problem correlation
Problem isolation

Corrective Maintenance
Maintenance
Service personnel
Parts
Problem management

Change management
Hardware
Drivers

Measurements & 
analysis

Product RAS
Failure analysis

Examples of hardware reliability and serviceability features
Good Hardware Designed For Reliability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Main message
The z servers deliver a complete RAS strategy, and a fault-tolerant design. RAS is built into z operations in multiple functions. 
 Reliability engineering built in through multiple processes-design, engineering, support,services
Error prevention, the first step to high availability, starts with understanding error categories, and error causes. Error prevention is accomplished by ensuring a high-quality product design, using reliable components, and implementing an effective manufacturing test process. 
Very few defects actually escape to the field, the majority of them can be corrected concurrently
Additional Detail
Extensive stack testing is done by the engineering organization to validate that the hardware and microcode are working according to the design specs and that the product is operating properly
Early product usage by IBM internal locations further reduces defects. 
More information
A comprehensive RAS measurement and analysis system measures current field experience versus expected results, to develop corrective actions, and influence future design 
Field tracking is enabled by extensive error detection,FEDC first error data capture, and data reporting.
 Data flows back to IBM that describes server events and recovery actions taken  
Field measurement data reviewed daily to ensure recovery / service processes work as designed 
 Summary results are available on an internal site such as mean time between failures (MTBF)  
More than 95% of the servers have no failures, and no unscheduled outages. 
The parts-return process ensures that parts replaced in the field are returned to IBM for failure analysis. This involves mfg, and development engineers, who analyze failures for root cause 
Server clock-cycle time ensures electronic circuits remain in their specified limits under worst conditions. 
Product design quality measures the degree to which the z server is delivered free of design defects. It applies to hardware, microcode, and technology design , “walkthroughs.” 
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System z - Built To Last
Hybrid cooling
Redundant Power
Thermal protection
Resists earthquake damage

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main point
Not only highly  reliable and available, the z10 can stand up to a lot of abuse, bullet proof, earthquake proof
Designed to withstand stresses, intense testing, heat, cooling, altitude, noise levels
Additional Detail
Adequate retention of computer systems during earthquake events is important because it can not only prevent human injury and potential system damage, but also ensure system availability by limiting the transmitted accelerations to critical system components such as hard drives. 
The design of an IBM frame structure and related hardware provide a robust mechanical installation in both raised- and non-raised-floor environments, capable of surviving severe seismic events. 
The development of the frame structure and the retention hardware involves extensive earthquake simulation testing which we see here 
Then the responses of the system under different earthquake test profiles are recorded and analyzed in both the time and frequency domains 
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Capacity On Demand – Fast Growth To 
Scale When You Need It

Each System z can be 
configured with as many as 64 
processors

Comes with capacity on 
demand processors already 
installed

Ship fully populated books (20 
processors per book)

On-line or remote turn on

System automatically takes 
advantage of activated 
processors

Pay for 12 active processors
Do not pay for 8 dark processors 
needed

One Book

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Main message 
The z10 EC has the capability of concurrent upgrades, providing additional capacity with no server outage.
In most cases, with prior planning and operating system support, a concurrent upgrade can also be non-disruptive to the operating system.
The upgrades are based on enabling resources already physically present in the server. 
Multiple flavors of concurrent upgrades are available including On Off COD, CBU, CPE-all designed to give you maximum flexibility at the lowest cost for additional capacity when needed
Capacity upgrades cover both permanent and temporary changes to capacity.
Upgrades can be done with self service using the web based Customer Initiated Upgrade (CIU) facility, without requiring IBM service involvement. 
Additional Detail 
The z10 EC introduces the possibility of having more than one temporary capacity upgrade active at any point in time. (Four different temporary upgrades can be active at the same time)
Upgrades can be performed concurrently and replenished when active. 
You can do permanent upgrades while temporary ones are active.
On/Off Capacity on Demand capabilities provide increased flexibility allowing you to access and manage processing capacity on a temporary basis. 
O/O COD is post paid- charged at 1/90th going rate for CP/day. No chg for temporary use 
IBM established a per MSU day price for each z software product eligible for daily On/Off CoD charges. 
On zSeries, the “per MSU day charges “ are applied based on the number of   processors  that are activated, the size of those engines (processors) in terms of MSU and the duration of the temporary enablement. 
Can be supported through a new offering called  Capacity Provisioning Mgr
Capacity Backup Upgrade (CBU) —for temporary access to dormant processing units to replace capacity lost due to disaster
Cost is Pre-Paid - be used only for replacement capacity within an enterprise
Priced for H/W. No IBM S/W charges, unlike competitors
Capacity for Planned Event (CPE),   is exclusive to a System z10 
designed to provide capacity for a special event like a dc upgrade 
 Temporary access to dormant processing units to replace lost capacity due to a planned event, like a facilities upgrade 
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CF

The Parallel Sysplex Design Is Unique
Unique combination of hardware and 
software designed for clustering
Systems can be clustered up to 32 
nodes 
Entire cluster functions as a single 
system image
Middleware designed to use coupling 
facility hardware

Resulting in:
Unmatched linear scalability 
Superior 99.999% availability
Business-driven workload 
management across cluster

STP

Data Sharing

No other vendor 
offers this!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Main point 
System z Parallel Sysplex (Clustering) architecture allows clustered System z servers to provide resource sharing, workload balancing, and data sharing capabilities for IT, for flexibility when supporting different middleware applications.
Parallel sysplex is a clustered solution provided by a combination of hardware components and software 
These components provide data integrity and very high performance 
With Parallel Sysplex cluster you can construct a processing environment with no single points of failure. 
Parallel Sysplex is implemented from the IBM hardware through the middleware layers
Additional Detail
Enables multiple applications to communicate across servers, and supports large, single application spanning servers 
Links up to 32 servers with near linear scalability to create the industry's most powerful commercial processing clustered system. 
Every server in the cluster has access to all data resources 
Every "cloned" application can run on every server. 
  "Coupling Technology," lets you achieve a "shared data" environment with high performance and data integrity
 A "shared data" approach enables workloads to be dynamically balanced across all servers in the cluster. 
It allows business apps to take advantage of the aggregate capacity of multiple servers  
Workloads can be redirected to available servers for near continuous availability. 
 Work requests associated with a single workload can be distributed for parallel execution on cluster nodes based on available processor capacity 
 • Dynamic resource balancing. If a system becomes unavailable, dynamic workload balancing ensures that subsequent transactions will be processed, hiding the outage from the end user.
• Simplified operations. All images can be managed in the same way, 
 Availability Goal: No Single Points of Failure (SPOF) 
Capacity Span across multiple servers for very large applications 
Single-system image for Systems and operations management 
Parallel Sysplex combines parallel processing, and read/write data sharing across multiple systems with full data integrity..
Coupling Facility-A coupling facility (CF) is a logical partition on the System z processors. The coupling facility allows software on different systems in the sysplex to share data. It is the hardware element that provides high-speed caching, list processing, and locking functions  in a sysplex.
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Bank of China **
IBM System z9 and DB2
TCS BaNCS
9,445*** Transactions/second
380 Million Accounts
IBM benchmark for customer

HP/Temenos *
HP Itanium
Temenos T24
2,153 Transactions/second
13 Million Accounts
Largest banking benchmark 
performance claimed by HP

Asian Bank
IBM System z9 and DB2
TCS BaNCS
15,353 Transactions/second
50 Million Accounts
IBM benchmark for customer

System z Parallel Sysplex With DB2 Scales Further 
Than The Best HP Superdome Banking Benchmark

System z and BaNCS Online Banking Benchmarks
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* SOURCE: TEMENOS BENCHMARKS; http://h71028.www7.hp.com/enterprise/downloads/TemenosBenchmark.pdf
** SOURCE:http://www.enterprisenetworksandservers.com/monthly/art.php?2976  Source: InfoSizing FNS BANCS Scalability on IBM System z –

 

Report Date: September 20, 2006 
*** Standard benchmark configuration reached 8024 tps, a modified prototype reached 9445 tps

HP/Temenos maximum 
= 2,153 TPS

System z can process over 55M 
transactions/hour, and 380M accounts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main point
Here is a banking benchmark comparing HP’s top performance against two similar IBM benchmarks
It demonstrates System z’s performance measured as throughput in data-intensive two-phase commit transactions. 
This is enterprise class OLTP on a scale unmet by z’s competition.
And HP published this as their best performance  
The maximum TPS for HP Tenemos was 2153 TPS; we far exceeded those numbers approximately
Additional Detail
• Case 1 (red) was conducted by the hardware vendor HP, the database vendor Oracle and independent software vendor, Temenos in 2004. The application used was Temenos’ T243 product. 
• Case 2 (green) was conducted by IBM, using IBM System z9 and DS8000 hardware along with CICS and DB2 software, and TCS/FNS BaNCS4 for Bank of China in 2006. 
• Case 3 (blue) was conducted by IBM, using IBM System z9 and DS8000 hardware along with CICS and DB2 software, and TCS/FNS BaNCS for another leading Asian Bank (Kookmin)  in 2007. 
While these are not identical applications, these core banking applications and benchmark configurations exhibited a similar mix of accounts and transactions and are a good performance comparison. 
Though IBM and HP have newer servers than what is here, the focus of this comparison is really on workload performance and capacity that should remain unchanged. 
TEMENOS T24 on an HP/Oracle Platform 
In May 2004, HP, Oracle and Temenos collaborated on a benchmarking exercise to demonstrate the ability of T24 on HP/Oracle platform to handle large bank core banking requirements.    
• To demonstrate TEMENOS T24, running on HP Integrity Superdomes using Oracle 10g  
• To demonstrate the scalability of TEMENOS T24 running on HP Integrity Superdomes across multiple servers. 
 Bank of China needed System z as their business demanded the performance, power use, footprint and value that they did not find elsewhere.
Bank of China performance is translatable to similar workloads in other industries.
These are multiple applications running and centrally managed for both RAS and security.
The lowest of the z9 S08s boxes does more work than high end HP Superdome, 300 000 RPE for high end Superdome, low end z has 500,000 RPEs,  
The z9 54 way has 2.3 M RPEs leaving Superdome in the dust
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Main message
Faster processors (z10: 4.4 GHz; Superdome: 1.6 GHz), more I/O, dramatically more logical partition availability, and more choice in operating system support; 
Greater overall performance as measured by capacity, throughput while executing multiple, complex workloads, 
Each generation has new capabilities and faster clock speeds
Stronger virtualization in terms of security, utilization rates, granularity, flexibility and control 
The z10 EC has five model offerings between 1 to 64 configurable processor units and can support up to 64PUs in a single image 
Additional Detail
Our benchmark measurements provide an indication of variability when moving workloads to the z10 EC. 
 Overall improvement with z10 versus z9: 1.9x performance
 Using the single-image z/OS measurements on a 2097-716 (z10) versus a 2094-716(z9) performance ratios of:
 a) 1.51 fold better on z10 for the average workload mix,
 b) 1.62 better for the highest workload ODE-B (CPU-intensive mix), and
 c) 1.42 better for the lowest workload OLTP-W (storage-intensive mix). 
The variation of individual jobs or transactions can be even larger in one case  job improvement was up to 2.1x.

Workloads that are CPU-intensive will tend to run above average while workloads that are storage-intensive will run below average, and the spread around the average will likely be larger than recent processors.

z10 performance: compiler workloads
Overall improvement with z10 versus z9: 		 1.65x for Java
– On z10 the test runs 2.3x/3.8x faster than z9 (using software /hardware DFP)
 Z10 runs at 85% of the processor performance of system p (total performance is more than the processor of course)
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IBM Clock Speed Eclipses All Others
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IBM Power 6

Sun UltraSPARC T2+

Sun SPARC IV+

Sun SPARC64 VI

Intel Itanium (HP)

Intel Xeon x86 quad core 

AMD Opteron x86 quad core

AMD Opteron x86 dual core

Fastest Processor Technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Main message: 
Clock speed 4.4 GHz, The IBM chips have the fastest clock speed. Look at the blue bars which show the IBM family
GHz is especially important for CPU-intensive applications
 
For reference CPU clock speeds
z10 - 4.4 GHz
p570 - 4.7 GHz
Additional Detail
System z focus is on balanced system design across many factors:
Frequency, pipeline efficiency, energy efficiency, cache / memory design, I/O design
z10 leverages technology to get the most out of high-frequency design
Low-latency and redesigned pipeline
Mostly in order  execution
Dense packaging with cooling for more power-efficient operation
Virtualization technology for high performance and high utilization, -
CPU power-efficiency 

Other information
Instructions are completed in the order in which they appear in the instructions stream. A high-frequency, low-latency, mostly in-order pipeline, providing robust performance across a wide range of workloads, is used.
 Memory accesses might not be in the same instruction order (out-of-order operand fetching).
 Most instructions flow through a pipeline with different numbers of steps for various types of instructions. Several instructions may be in progress at any moment, subject to the maximum number of decodes and completions per cycle.
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System z Has The Best Availability 
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Source: 2007-2008 Global Server Operating Systems Reliability Survey, Yankee Group, March 2008. As quoted in “Windows Server: The New King of Downtime” by Mark Joseph 
Edwards at www.windowsitpro.com/article/articleid/98475/windows-server-the-new-king-of-downtime.html, March 5, 2008 and in http://www.sunbeltsoftware.com/stu/Yankee-Group-2007- 
2008-Server-Reliability.pdf. Measured in hours per year.
Source: IBM Internal Study
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Main message 
System z features five nines 99.999% availability - < 5 minutes per year.
The difference in five nines to four nines might not appear like much but it adds up quickly. At 6.5 M per hour this can be $6500 for 3 nines
Additional Detail
Availability is the percentage of time that a system or service is available for users over a period of time. If a system is 99.999 available then it must not be down > five minutes / year. A fast recovery of service greatly increases availability. Five nines is called high availability 
If a system has 10 components, each at 99.999% availability, the product then 99.99%, reliable. 
Any decrease in a single component reduces multiplied availability  
a single 95% availability component drops the total number  
Distributed servers tend to run at lower availability
Parallel Sysplex Clustering Technology offers highest standard for system availability at the lowest cost.    



http://www.windowsitpro.com/article/articleid/98475/windows-server-the-new-king-of-downtime.html
http://www.sunbeltsoftware.com/stu/Yankee-Group-2007-2008-Server-Reliability.pdf
http://www.sunbeltsoftware.com/stu/Yankee-Group-2007-2008-Server-Reliability.pdf
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Client Environment

System z

z/OS

DB2

IMS

WMQ

GDPS 

Parallel Sysplex Deployment consists 
of five System z across two sites 
running 42 M business transactions a 
day

TD Bank Achieves 99.999% Availability
Background

TD Bank has been running Parallel Sysplex 
−

 

No Sysplex-wide outage for 13 years
System z is used for Customer Account Data 
for applications supporting Tellers, Internet 
Banking and ATMs 

TD Bank Recommendations
Keep sysplex up – do not bring it down
Practice Rolling IPLs
Exploit concurrent hardware upgrades 
Use automation
Configure your sysplex for availability 
−

 

IMS/DB2 Data-sharing 
−

 

Transaction routing 
−

 

Sysplex Distributor for TCP/IP 
−

 

Online database reorganizations 
−

 

Clone each image
−

 

Ensure applications exploit parallel sysplex 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main Point
TD has been up for 13 years without an outage
 TD has been exercising the mainframe-fully using the capabilities of sysplex
TD Bank Financial Group is using IBM software and servers to host the next-generation infrastructure for its primary customer Web sites and e-business applications including Web-banking and online discount brokerage. 
TD Bank migrated its entire e-business infrastructure, running its high-volume applications on IBM systems to support the Canadian component of over 3.8 million customers. 
Using WebSphere software / tools, TD Bank is combining its multiple retail sites into a single portal  which enables customers to apply for mortgages, do banking, view research and complete trades. 
TD Bank* recently migrated to Java to rebuild its infrastructure and support its Web sites 
 The Bank has future plans to exploit Web services within next generation applications. 

Additional Detail
Best practices for high availability: These exercise System z—that is a key point
Keep your sysplex up - never bring it down. 
 No changes requiring a sysplex-wide outage. 
 Practice Rolling IPLs 
 Exploit concurrent hardware upgrade 
 Exploit automation to monitor health 
Configure for availability 
 IMS/DB2 Data-sharing 
 Exploit dynamic capabilities ,Transaction routing .Sysplex Distributor 
 Clone each image. 
 Have a well-tuned and stable system, 
Have two of everything 
 Two sites for automated DR 
 Use GDPS/PPRC to Mirror data (and FlashCopy the 2nd to have a 3rd copy for emergencies) 
 Examine systems for SPoFs, 
Simplify 
 One to two LPARs per CEC 
 Only two copies of z/OS 
 Automate where possible 
Test everything 
 Have test that mirrors production 
 For sw upgrades, keep prod. and test current 
 Stress test new function 
Keep current with mainstream products 
 Write function in your code, but replace custom code 
 Keep Coupling Facilities current 
 Install maintenance 
 Analyze historical maintenance schedule 
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With Other Platforms, Businesses Can Be 
At Risk

http://blogs.computerworld.com/london_stock_exchange_suffers_net_crash 
http://online.wsj.com/article_email/SB122088611707510173-lMyQjAxMDI4MjAwOTgwODk2Wj.html

Leaving 
Billions of 
Dollars in 
Business 
undone! 

Sequence of events
9:00am Traders unable to route orders to LSE
9:21am LSE notified clients and FTSE-100 largely froze
3:50pm LSE notified clients trading would resume soon
4:00pm After 6 hours 45 minutes downtime trading platform 

finally back up

London Stock Exchange Suffers .NET Crash On 
Fannie and Freddie Bailout Day

“Microsoft .NET Framework is simply incapable 
of performing this kind of work, and SQL Server 
2000, or any version of SQL Server really, can’t 
possibly handle the world’s number three stock 

exchange’s transaction load on a consistent 
basis”

Steven J. Vaughan-Nichols 
Computerworld Blogger

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Main Message
LONDON -- On a day when stock markets all over the world were on overdrive, Europe's largest exchange suffered a serious breakdown.
The real moral of this story is that if you really want HA (high availability) or HPC (high performance computing), you need to look at System z. 

Just as trading activity was surging on news of U.S. regulators' decision to bail out mortgage lenders Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, a system failure at the London Stock Exchange cut off investors trying to trade shares in  Europe's largest companies.

 For more than 7 hours starting at 9 a.m. trading in shares of companies shut down on LSE, leaving billions in business undone. 

Additional Detail

At The problem was due to a super-fast technology critical to LSE and other exchanges. 
Traders experienced problems connecting to TradElect, a 15-month-old proprietary LSE platform developed with Microsoft technology that LSE has touted as allowing it to expand and speed up its capacity for trades.
 
Unix, mainframes, and, Linux, are far, far better for companies that need fast and reliable computing than MS 

It was the second major technical failure in a year, and the largest since 2000, when the exchange went down for nearly 8 hours on the last day of the U.K. tax year

TradElec runs on over100 HP ProLiant servers running Windows Server 2003. 
 TradElec is a custom set of C# and .NET programs, created by Microsoft and Accenture .
 Its back-end databases use Microsoft SQL Server 2000. The goal was to be a real-time system. 
The NET Framework is incapable of performing this work, and SQL Server 2000can't handle the world's number three stock exchange's transaction load 
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HP “Non-Stop” Delivers Nine Hours Downtime At 
Bursa Malaysia

Jimmy Vong 
EquitiesTracker Founder

“After spending millions of Ringgit, their information 
technology (IT) people still haven't got their act 

together. The IT system should be fail-safe but (in 
this case) the back-up system also failed.”

http://biz.thestar.com.my/news/story.asp?file=/2008/7/4/business/21738638&sec=business 
http://biz.thestar.com.my/news/story.asp?file=/2008/7/5/business/21748124&sec=business 

Sequence of events
5:30 am One hard disk fails

5:35 am Faulty disk replaced

6:00 am Replacement disk faces problems; triggers failure of other disk and CPU

6:30 am System restarts; several brokers unable to connect to central trading system

8:00 am Over 50% of brokers fail to connect

8:30 am Suspends trading; activates back up site

1:00 pm Back-up site start-up process takes longer than expected

1:20 pm Decides to start afternoon session from primary site

3:15 pm Pre-opening orders keyed-in; connectivity problem crops up

3:30 pm Unable to resolve connectivity with brokers in time; extends trading suspension

Estimated
opportunity 
loss of about
RM450,000 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Main Message
HP Non Stop was used at Bursa Malaysia–
 this is what happens when you shortchange your DR plans….Use IBM DR for maximum recovery and availability with DR
Bursa Malaysia, operates a fully-integrated exchange, offering the complete range of exchange-related services including trading, clearing, settlement ,  they also suffered a key business outage 
“estimated opportunity loss of about RM450,000 [$140K] ( called Ringgit Malaysia ) in clearing fees based on the average traded value of RM1bil.”
“… the synchronization of data between the primary site and back-up system was longer than the anticipated three hours, stopping Bursa from resuming trading in the afternoon”

But Bursa Malaysia website also had very poor uptime before 16th November 2007, and hours downtime at 30th November 2007. 
 
Bursa spends the most on technology ironically after manpower, which stood at 30% and 50% respectively of operating cost. Total operating cost amounts to RM  200mil. 
Additional Details
The CIO had indicated that trials on the recovery system were previously done for the scenario of a total system breakdown and not when a single point failed.
This happened when the derivatives and bond trading were still operating despite the failure in equities trading  
The exchange decided to only switch on that part to the back-up system.
However, the synchronization of data between the primary and back-up system was longer than three hours, stopping Bursa from resuming trading in the afternoon, Yew said.
Hewlett-Packard said the design of the computer system depended on the business environment and the requirements of the respective stock exchange.
HP Non-Stop Hardware, was the existing architecture being used by Bursa.
Was cost was a constraint for Bursa ?to have a variety of situational recovery trials, Yusli said the exchange had to be practical 


http://www.bursamalaysia.com/website/bm/index.jsp
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The Mainframe Keeps The Business Running 
Even In the Event Of Data Center Disaster

DS8300

DS8300

Primary Site Backup Site

DS8300

DS8300

GDPS

 

Scripted 
take over

GDPS 
Failover

Data 
Mirroring

Site Failover
Failover to 
secondary site 
in case of 
complete site 
failure

Data Mirroring
Protect data in 
the event of a 
disk system 
failure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main Message
Business Resilience/continuity has become a high profile issue across many industries, driven by business needs and compliance
GDPS is a multi-site application availability solution that manages remote copy configuration and storage subsystems, automates Parallel Sysplex operation tasks, and performs failure recovery from a single point of control. 
GDPS raises “near-continuous availability” of single site Parallel Sysplex to the “continuous availability” level .
 It lets a system transfer data and workload offsite and to restart the workload at a new site.; the transfer often can be made seamless to users. GDPS enhances recovery from disasters via automation, allowing business to achieve continuous availability  
You can extend resource sharing, workload balancing, and continuous availability of a Parallel Sysplex, enhancing the ability to recover from disasters, and manage planned exception conditions, enabling businesses to achieve continuous availability  
 Several solutions are available: PPRC a synchronous solution; XRC aka z/OS Global Mirror for an asynchronous solution; Hyper swap is a single site high availability data solution for disk  
Additional Detail
More than half of the world’s top 25 banks use GDPS 
 GDPS involves a services component; that is how it is sold
Hyper swap is a newer single site high availability data solution; it addresses disk failure, a leading remaining cause of sysplex related availability problems 
z/OS Basic HyperSwap is the entry level function for HyperSwap functions on the same data center floor  
 With Parallel SYSPLEX provides high availability to applications running on z/OS across the server and storage environment
HyperSwap can substitute PPRC secondary devices for primary devices and can swap a large number of devices fast, w minimal impact to application availability.
Value of the HyperSwap solution:
Business continuity processes can be built on a reliable, consistent recovery time
Recovery times can remain consistent as the system scales  
Reduces infrastructure management cost and staffing skills 
Reduces or eliminates human error  
Helps maintain recovery readiness  
 Peer to Peer Remote Copy (PPRC) is a synchronous copy technology. 
As data is written to the Primary the control unit forwards it on to the secondary. The secondary writes it and sends an acknowledgement back to the primary. Then the primary lets the application know that the I/O completed. Connectivity between the primary and secondary control units is provided by direct connections, 
PPRC allows you to remote copy data in real time, with no data loss at the recovery site. 
 z/OS Global Mirror (XRC) - an asynchronous hw and sw replication technique, secondary site is thousands of miles away. Critical data is mirrored between the primary and secondary sites. Consistency maintained via Consistency Group
GDPS/PPRC Near Continuous Availability (CA) or Disaster Recovery solution across two sites separated by
metropolitan distances (100-200 km fiber distance between sites). The solution is based on the IBM System Storage™ Metro Mirror technology (Peer-to-Peer Remote Copy), a synchronous form of remote copy.
GDPS/PPRC HyperSwap Manager Near CA solution for a single site or entry level DR solution across two sites separated by metropolitan distances (100-200 km). based on PPRC - a synchronous remote copy.
GDPS/XRC DR solution across two sites separated by virtually unlimited distance between sites. The solution uses the IBM System Storage z/OS Global Mirror technology (XRC), an asynchronous remote copy.
GDPS/Global Mirror DR solution across two sites separated by unlimited distance between sites,  based on the IBM System Storage Global Mirror technology, which is an asynchronous remote copy.
GDPS Metro/Global Mirror A 3 site solution that provides CA across 2 sites within metro distances and DR to a third site at virtually unlimited distances. - based on a cascading mirroring technology that combines Metro Mirror &Global Mirror.
GDPS Metro/z/OS Global Mirror  based on a multi-target mirroring technology that combines Metro Mirror and z/OS Global Mirror.
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iT-Austria is Austria’s largest data processing center
Three data centers running System z9s located 10 km apart

Objectives
Recover from an outage within an hour, with no data loss
Under 5 minutes disruption for unplanned outages
Preserve business continuity for online transactions

Results
Used HyperSwap for near continuous availability and no 
data loss
−

 

Planned disk recovery of 12-19 seconds with no application 
outage

−

 

Unplanned disk recovery was under 8 seconds
Automated mirroring dramatically simplified recovery time
Leveraged parallel sysplex for high redundancy and 
availability

“.. Using the 
GDPS/PPRC 
HyperSwap technology 
is a significant step 
forward in achieving 
continuous availability…”

“ Without HyperSwap, 
planned and unplanned 
reconfigurations had 
resulted into a service 
outage of almost 2 
hours. …”
Wolfgang Dungl, Manager 
of Availability, Capacity 
and Performance 
Management

Disaster Recovery Solution Helps 
Achieve Continuous Availability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main Message 
 IBM’s unparalleled business resilience technology provides companies a key differentiator and edge over competition in maintaining a premium level of customer service by keeping mission critical applications up and running period, regardless of planned or unplanned disruptions 

iT-Austria had three z9 ECs across three sites configured as three sysplexes. 
GDPS Metro Mirror  (PPRC) supported mirroring across heterogeneous storage systems (IBM and Hitachi )
Mirroring between the primary and secondary storage  was implemented using Metro Mirror (PPRC). 
HyperSwap was used for failover and they achieved a near continuous recovery time (Recovery Time Objective < 5 min.) and no loss of data (Recovery Point Objective = 0). 
Automation through HyperSwap produced huge savings in recovery time from outages.
Point out the quote in the blue box
The recovery times tested were minimal --  3-8 seconds for unplanned ; 12-19 seconds for planned outages HyperSwap
Additional Detail

There was a 10-way Parallel Sysplex running CICS/DB2, IMS/DB, VSAM/RLS across two sites
IBM exceeded iT-Austria’s requirements based on a 3-site Parallel Sysplex Metro Mirror mainframe extension solution complemented by HyperSwap 
The solution improved their ability to protect IT services and optimized application /data availability. 
It enabled reduction of manpower and skill levels to manage planned /unplanned reconfiguration. 
IBM’s GDPS solution differentiated IBM from HP and EMC solutions, with support of multi-storage vendors, Multi-Platform Business Resilience support (LUW), high level of redundancy and availability with the sysplex architecture and automation from Tivoli Systems Automation /Tivoli NetView for z/OS.

Customer said--A site switch by means of HyperSwap takes only a few minutes without application outage. Without HyperSwap, we had to shut down the GDPS/sysplex, switch the
disk confi guration, and restart systems and applications. The elapsed time was
almost two hours for our largest GDPS with 11 systems and over 4,600 PPRC
volume pairs.” Prior to the implementation of GDPS technology, iT-AUSTRIA’s recovery time
was 48 hours for 2 TB of DASD, whereas w GDPS and HyperSwap for a recovery time of a few minutes for approximately 76 TB of DASD. 
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USDA admits data breach, thousands of social security numbers revealed
17 April 2007-

 

(AXcess News) Washington

The US Department of Agriculture admitted a security breach allowing 63,000 
social security numbers to be made available on a public website

A established Chicago retailer experienced a hack of credit card

 

numbers 
but did not inform customers, despite notification laws

June 28, 2008 Associated press

Hackers breach Wards.com

Security Is Becoming A Critical Issue

TJX to Pay Mastercard $24M for Data Breach
Will set aside money to provide restitution for victims

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main Message-
You cannot continue to merely protect the perimeter– networks are vulnerable and war dialing and sniffing is done in many places. You can however fortify your data server with “defense in depth.” with a tiered approach to security with vital information protected at the core-the core being System z
TJX is the most famous breach publicized  but they are not alone in not being cognizant of potential holes in their security systems, as there have been many examples of breaches that have compromised confidential information across several business sectors . 
  System z is  not cited as a weak link in any of these. It has many facilities to combat breaches from data security to communications security to isolation of workloads

 Additional Detail:
TJX
In a regulatory filing made with the SEC   TJX stated that its computer systems were first hacked in July 2005 by one or more intruders who accessed information from customer transactions dating from January 2003.   ��More troubling, however, is the fact that TJX believes that the hackers had access to the decryption tool for their encryption software, making PIN numbers, credit card numbers, and any other unique identifiers easy to see. The SEC filing also said another 455,000 customers who returned merchandise without receipts had their driver's license numbers stolen. ��The ripples of this breach are far reaching, including impact on Fifth Third Bancorp-as a defendant in some of the lawsuits. The bank processed some payment card transactions for TJX. 

WARDS
Somewhere between 51,000 and 200,000 records were stolen from Montgomery Ward's servers December 2007— but the group that spotted the hack in the first place, "spotted hackers touting the sale of 200,000 payment cards belonging to one merchant" in June, which is how the story became public.

USDA
The Social Security numbers of  150,000 people were at risk for identity theft after it was discovered that a government agency   exposed personal identifying information on farmers and others for the last 26 years. The U.S. Department of Agriculture announced Friday that it had inadvertently exposed online sensitive information, such as names and Social Security numbers, in a publicly available database with  information on 47,000 people who receive USDA funding from the Farm Services Agency and the USDA Rural Development agency. 
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System z Provides A Secure Foundation
Workload isolation 

Processing integrity with LPAR separation
Isolation of users in separate address spaces
Storage protect keys to isolate system programs from user programs and 
memory
Virtual machine cannot circumvent system security features and access 
controls
Hipersockets provides secured communications between z/OS partitions 

Highest Common Criteria ratings of all commercial operating systems
PR/SM certified at EAL 5

Isolation protects against malware

Isolates each workload for protection

LoansTestPayrollSales
Data

System z
Hypervisor

Tenant

Tenant

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Main Message- 
System z is architected to  protect your environment through isolation and separation of key system functions
 Basic Isolation Functions
The basic isolation functions segregate users from each other and from the operating system running on the hardware. z/OS takes full advantage of these functions to help ensure the integrity of the system and  data. 
Multiple address spaces
The hardware and software further isolate user (and system) programs into different "address spaces." Each address space has the ability to read common system storage but it cannot read nor write the non-shared storage belonging to another address space unless authorized to do so by an authorized program. 
Authorized vs. unauthorized execution states
The hardware allows a program to run either authorized or unauthorized. 
Any unauthorized user programs cannot interfere with programs in another address space. 
Where programs in different address spaces must share data, the operating system provides mechanisms to allow sharing in a controlled, safe way
 Common Criteria
z10 received Common Criteria Evaluation Assurance Level 5 (EAL5) certification for security of its logical partitions with PR/SM and EAL4+ certification for z/OS with RACF feature. Also VM is at EAL 4
 Additional Detail
APF 
z/OS also supports a controlled mechanism (APF) by which a user program user pgm can switch to an authorized state or key.
An unauthorized program cannot issue privileged system instructions or become authorized except through controlled interfaces. It cannot interfere with the operating system or with user programs.
Storage protection keys
The hardware provides 16 protection keys that the system can assign to running programs and to areas of storage, with options that can require that a program's key match the storage area's key before the program can write into the storage or, before the program can read from the storage. 
Using keys prevents user programs from tampering with storage owned by the system   Code that runs in supervisor state is permitted to execute privileged instructions. Authorized programs run in either "supervisor" state or in a "system" storage protection key between 0-7. 
Common criteria
The Common Criteria (CC) is a multi-national effort to combine the best criteria into a globally consistent security certification program, to provide global recognition of evaluated products, simplifying security certification for multinational companies
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Integrated Access Control Eliminates 
Loopholes

RACF* controls authorization and authentication
Identity management and user authorization
Controls access to resources
Authentication
Centralized auditing and logging

Can reduce security complexity
Centralized administration and management 
Consistent policies across workloads

RACF protection enforced automatically
System blocks unauthorized attempts
You cannot bypass RACF

RACF is integrated with System z Middleware
DB2 CICS, IMS, WebSphere
Multi level security provided

* Resource Access Control Facility

Access

Administration

Auditing

Authentication

RACF

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Main Message
 RACF is  the premier product for securing your most valuable corporate data.  Integrated part of z/OS stack, with decades of proven use
Working closely with your operating system's existing features, Resource Access Control Facility (RACF) licensed program provides improved security for an installation's data. RACF protects vital system resources and controls what users can do on the operating system.
 RACF provides the functions that let you:
identify and verify (authenticate) system users 
identify, classify, and protect system resources 
authorize users who need access to resources you've protected 
control the means of access to these resources 
log and report unauthorized attempts at access to the protected resources 
administer security to meet installation's security goals

 Additional Detail
RACF controls access to and protects resources.  
To accomplish its goals, RACF gives you the ability to:
- Identify and authenticate users
 -Authorize users to access the protected resources
- Log and report attempts of unauthorized access to protected resources
 -Control the means of access to resources
RACF controls authorization and authentication
Identifies and authorizes users
Controls access to resources
Authenticates users through passwords or (PKI) digital certificates
Provides auditing and logging
Enables central administration  

RACF structure is enforced automatically
System blocks unauthorized attempts
You cannot bypass RACF 
Segregation of Duties can be enforced

-RACF is integrated with System z Middleware
Transaction monitors, DB2
CICS, IMS, WebSphere   
RACF administration is augmented by Tivoli zSecure administrator products  
RACF enables the organization to define individuals and groups /roles who use the system 
RACF uses a user ID and a system-encrypted password to perform user identification and verification 
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Encryption Protects Data At Rest And In 
Motion

Protect data on the wire 
with network encryption

Protect archived data 
with storage encryption

Protect tapes leaving your 
enterprise* with Tape 
Encryption (TS1120, 

TS1130)

Highly secure 
crypto cards

Protect integrity of data 
read by business partners

Protect operational data 
with data masking

Secured key serving

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Main Message: 
Cryptography throughout the data life cycle  
Both free and optional card based encryption for clear and secure key (use card for secure key crypto, use CPACF for clear key; all popular ciphers DES, TDES, AES are supported)
Network encryption provided with Comm Server
Archived data can be encrypted, also full volume encryption now available 
Secure data and mask fields w integrity during test and archive (OPTIM)
Serve keys securely and manage them with EKM or TKLM (New product from Tivoli like EKM with a GUI)
Full life cycle security at every step –from development through archival
 Tape encryption offloads expensive crypto ops to tape, and protects the key
Additional Detail
DB2
Data Encryption Tool for IMS and DB2 – use EDITPROC encrypts every row processed by SQL Utility for DB2 or IMS
– One key per table or segment
– Indexes are not encrypted 
– Can use secure key or clear key crypto
Crypto
CP Assist for Cryptographic Function (CPACF): CPACF, supporting clear key encryption, is activated using a no-charge feature. CPACF is  on every Processor Unit (PU) identified as a CP or IFL (one per two cores)
Configurable Crypto Express2: 
The Crypto Express2 card  feature has two PCI-X Adapters defined as either a Coprocessor or an Accelerator.
 (FIPS) 140-2 Level 4certification
 Crypto Express2 Coprocessor - for secure-key-encrypted transactions
 Crypto Express2 Accelerator - for (SSL) acceleration– Designed to support clear key RSA operations- up to 13000 SSL handshakes per second
 Offloads compute-intensive RSA public-key and private-key operations in SSL protocol
Data Encryption Standard (DES) Triple Data Encryption Standard (TDES) Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA-1) are supported ciphers

Disk Storage
Customers can now encrypt data on IBM's DS8000 Turbo arrays, using full disk encrypting (FDE) drives 
There is  interoperability with the brand new TKLM Tivoli tool to  provide  an enterprise wide key management facility.
 It means that the DS8000 and LTO4 tape drive encryption facilities can form part of a single encryption key management infrastructure. 
IBM stands alone in offering drive encryption in this class of storage 
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CPACF- Central Processor Assist For 
Cryptographic Function

Each two cores share a CP Assist for 
Cryptographic Function (CPACF)
Provided free of charge 

Crypto Express2 Card
High performance cryptography
−

 

10,000 SSL handshakes per second 
Tamper proof
Secure key cryptography – key never 
exposed
Dynamically configurable as either a co-
processor or accelerator 
Supports automatic tape encryption 
FIPS 140-2 Level 4 compliant

System z Provides Built In Encryption 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Main Message- 
Crypto is entitled on System z free of charge as well as more functional crypto cards
Crypto features are supported by z/OS, z/VM, z/VSE, and Linux z/VSE 

CPACF
CP Assist for Cryptographic Function (CPACF) accelerates encryption and is free.
It provides high performance hardware encrypting support for clear key operations.
Crypto cards
Crypto Express2 (the chargeable card) feature provides cryptographic functions and has two adapters configured as either a coprocessor or an accelerator.
The Crypto Express2 feature supports both secure and clear key applications
 It will self destruct if tampered with, and can run over 10K SSL handhshakes per second

Additional Detail CPACF
CPACF offers symmetric cryptography for high performance SSL, VPN, and data storing applications that don’t need FIPS 140-2 level 4 security. 
Two microprocessors on the quad-core chip share the CPACF (coprocessor is shared by two)
It supports Data Encryption Standard (DES) and Triple DES (TDES) data encryption/decryption along with SHA-1 hashing. 
It uses a special instruction set for symmetrical clear key crypto operations. 
CPACF offers symmetric cryptography for high performance SSL, VPN, and for applications that don’t need FIPS 140-2 level 4 security in the card

 
Additional Detail Crypto card

Crypto Express2 Coprocessor (the card) is used for secure key transactions can support cryptographic functions, secure encrypted key values, and user-defined extensions (UDXs). 
There are two flavors
The CEX2C supports secure key encryption, key generation and mgt, and SSL acceleration. 
The CEX2A supports SSL acceleration only.
Crypto Express2 Accelerator - for Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) acceleration supports clear key RSA operations. It Offloads compute-intensive RSA public-key and private-key crypto operations . 
Crypto card--Common use case---It also offers CVV generation services for 19-digit PANs for anti-fraud security. 


The Crypto Express2-1P,low cost product,  April 2007, offers a low cost entry cryptographic option providing only one PCI-X adapter per feature to address midrange security requirements  (used to have to buy 2)
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The Mainframe Provides Defense Against 
Network Intrusions

Many vulnerabilities come from network attacks
Preventative intrusion defense with z/OS Communications Server

Determines network intrusions in real time
−

 

Integrated firewall filtering functions
−

 

Detects port scans and suspicious access patterns
−

 

Helps prevent denial of service attacks
−

 

Blocks future intrusion attempts from suspect sites 

Automatically applies defensive mechanisms
Policy controls limit number of connections
Issues notifications to take corrective action
−

 

Shut down ports, send alerts, discards packets
Network encryption options using industry standards

SSL, IPSec for VPNs
AT-TLS for transparent application access to transport level security 
reduces maintenance costs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 MAIN MESSAGE 
Communications Server provides many network functions and can help simplify overall network security   
Use Communications Server to centrally configure and manage Intrusion Detection Services (IDS), IP Security (IPSec), and Transport level security as well as implement QoS policy
z/OS Communications Server introduced policy-based networking for setting up IPSec and AT-TLS (Application Transparent Transport Layer Security) 
  Provides network security and also offers Kerberos Support
  Also offers more integrated network security interfacing with z/OS and RACF

Additional DETAIL
z/OS Intrusion Detection Services provides for z/OS :
Scanning - Scan attacks determine what ports are open on the target host. 
IDS can be configured to detect, report, and prevent well-known attacks
Defensive filters are placed in front of IP security filters - installed autonomically or manually 
AT-TLS (Application transparent transport level security)
  AT- TLS   is really an enhanced SSL and is provided  transparently to z/OS applications –even legacy apps can invoke it without code changes
 AT TLS  provides Transport Layer Security (TLS) and (SSL),
 It removes the need to provide customized encryption coding changes in each and every z/OS application that need encryption-shields work from developers. This reduces app maintenance cost. 
Supports C/C++, ASM, COBOL, PL/I, REXX, CICS C sockets, CICS and IMS 

Other information
Network Security Services (NSS) 
 Provide centralized certificate services
 Provides monitoring, and management for IPSec security across z/OS systems within and across sysplexes. 	
 In z/OS V1.10, Network Security Services provides centralized security services to attached DataPower appliance clients. 
 Network Services will allow IPSec certificates to be kept in a single location, rather than stored on each z/OS node.
NSS Server performs user ID access control checks without having to define the access control rules in the appliance itself. 
Defensive Filtering support provides a mechanism to block detected attacks by dynamically installing defensive filters in a TCP/IP stack. 
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System z keeps running during repairs and upgrades optimizing 
operational ease

Memory can be upgraded when system runs
Books can be replaced without disruption
Patches can be applied online without taking systems down
Parallel sysplex enables rolling release upgrades, one node at a
time
−

 

Allows for non intrusive upgrades of systems
Operations enables coexistence of multiple versions of systems 
software
−

 

Useful for testing of new system software versions

Operationally Friendly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Main Message
Over time goal of z has been to reduce the NEED for outages in the first place, moving to a preventative stance
Concurrent operations keeps systems running
 The same availability characteristics associated with handling unscheduled outages are applicable to planned outages
  Support for rolling hardware & sw maintenance in a non-disruptive manner optimizes continuous operations
  A system can be easily removed from the Parallel Sysplex for planned hardware or software maintenance, or upgrade
Additional Detail
Through dynamic workload management, servers can be dynamically removed from or added without service impacted 
New work can be dynamically redistributed across the remaining set of active systems. 
New system nodes can be introduced into the Parallel Sysplex similarly 
 Once the system can be brought back on line, it can be re-introduced into the sysplex non-disruptively 
New work requests drive utilization to steady state with respect to demand for overall processor resources across all nodes in the Sysplex. 
This capability eliminates the need to shut down the entire cluster to repartition the databases and retune workloads in order to distribute work evenly 
Allows new software release levels to be rolled through one system at a time, providing continuous availability 
 Many capabilities like SMPE, HealthChecker help automate operations tasks and provide early detection of configuration problems 
Other information
IBM Health Checker for z/OS helps to simplify and automate potential configuration problems before they impact system availability. It compares active values and settings to those suggested by IBM   The IBM Health Checker for z/OS consists of:  The framework, which manages functions such as check registration, messaging, scheduling, command processing, logging, and reporting.  Checks, which evaluate settings and definitions specific to products, or components,  are provided separately and are independent of the framework. The framework supports checks written by IBM, independent software vendors (ISVs), and users.  

SMP/E is the software installation and maintenance tool for the IBM z/OS® and z/OS.e platforms. 
It can also maintain an inventory of the software and service installed by SMP/E. It is no charge component
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Capability System z10 EC 
ECC on Memory Control Circuitry Transparent While Running

Oscillator Failure Transparent While Running

Core Sparing Transparent While Running 
2 Pre-installed per System

Microcode Driver Updates While Running
Book Additions, Replacement While Running

Memory Replacement While Running

Memory Bus Adaptor Replacement While Running 
I/O Upgrades While Running

Concurrent Driver Maintenance While Running
LPARS Added, Removed While Running

Redundant Service Element 2 per System

Concurrent Operations With Hardware Repair 
And Upgrade Helps Protect Against Outages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Main Message- 
Significant operational concurrency protects against downtime and outages.
Two spare processors are provided on all z10s
Any unassigned processor will also be used as a spare. 
The z10 system can check stop and spare each core individually. 
System z introduces the enhanced book availability (EBA) feature to reduce the number of planned system outages.
 System z offers concurrent book replacement - a single book in a multi-book server can be concurrently removed in order for a repair or upgrade  
The PU book will be called for replacement on the third transparent CPU sparing event. 
The book can be replaced concurrently on servers with two or more books
Point is there is lots of redundancy and failover built in
Additional Detail
Core Sparing
Hard errors are handled by check stopping the processor ( abruptly stopping processing by stopping the clocks) and moving the task to a spare processor, where processing then continues. 
The identity of the processor is virtualized so that moving the task is transparent to the application.
Book Additions/Replacements
Included as part of the EBA feature is the concurrent book replacement (CBR) function, - a single book in a multi-book server can be concurrently removed in order for a repair or upgrade  
The PU book will be called for replacement on the third transparent CPU sparing event. The book can be replaced concurrently on servers with two or more books
Error correction is applied to data buses and command/status buses used for system-related operations. 
ECC protects the L2 cache data - The machine state is saved under error-correcting code at instruction checkpoints. The detection of an error causes the state to be restored. The cache is purged and the instruction is retried
Dynamic oscillator switchover: There are two oscillator cards, a primary and backup. In a failure of the primary oscillator the backup can detect the failure, switch over, and provide the clock signal transparently.
Enhanced driver maintenance: Licensed Internal Code (LIC) updates performed in support of new features and functions. When properly configured, the z9,10 is designed to support activating a selected new LIC level concurrently. .
Code upgrades �LICCC temporary processor upgrades are used to temporarily upgrade the number of processors during an emergency or disaster situation [ For example, if a server in a sysplex experiences a problem, another server in that same sysplex is temporarily upgraded for up to 90 days, and then restored to the original, permanent level

Redundant I/O interconnect to maintain critical connections to devices: A single book, in a multi\book server, can be concurrently removed from the server and reinstalled during an upgrade or repair, while continuing to provide connectivity to the server I/O resources using a second path from a different book. 

MBA fan out card hot-plug: MBA fan out card provides the path for data between memory and I/O using STI cables. 
A hot-pluggable and concurrently upgradeable MBA fan out card is available. 
  In the event of an outage, an MBA fanout card, used for I/O, may be concurrently repaired with redundant I/O interconnect.
STI granularity: The MBA fanout card is designed to support STI granularity — two STIs per MBA fanout card (8 MBA fanout cards per book) and up to 64 STIs on the z9-109 when four books are installed. Each STI operates at 2.7 gigabytes per second (GBps) for I/O 

MEMORY BUS has an analogous concept of spare bitlanes. 
The paths between the MC and the DIMM and between the DIMMs are independent, and each has its own spare bitlanes. The bus
ECC will correct an error - the system does not slow down or wait - ECC is performed inline, every cycle. 
If a permanent fault occurs, a special sequence of hardware instructions is executed to pause the bus, swap in the spare bitlane, and recalibrate the interface.

LPARS
following actions fully concurrent:
 Adding logical partitions (LPARs).
 Adding logical processors to a partition.
 Adding logical channel subsystems (LCSSs).
 Adding subchannel sets.
 Enabling dynamic I/O.
 Adding a cryptographic adjunct processor to an
LPAR.
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Perform a memory upgrade while the system continues to run
Service engineer dispatched automatically through “phone home”
Parts already ordered through IBM global parts replacement program
The book is removed while the system is operational
Memory cards can be added easily similar to servicing a PC
Even the service tray is included

Types of Replacements:
1.

 

In z10 EC, add a single 
book for processors, 
memory, and I/O 
Connections

2.

 

Remove and replace a book
3.

 

Allocate physical resources 
on other books

DEMO: How Does Hardware Repair And 
Upgrade Work?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Main Message 
System z is designed to allow a single book, in a multi-book server, to be concurrently removed from the server and reinstalled during an upgrade or repair while continuing to provide connectivity to the server I/O resources using a second path from a different book. 
Here in the video a single book, in a multi-book server, is concurrently removed and then reinstalled for an upgrade while providing connectivity to server resources 
This video is the same video that the CE views when installing new hardware. 
All steps are documented in a self-contained video on the Service Element. Now we will upgrade memory –
 WATCH VIDEO
To remove the Fitting Insulators, the SSR first unhooks each latch and removes the insulator assembly.
 Then he disconnects the Modular Cooling Unit. 
Eye protection protects against the refrigeration components. Gloves also protect against the coolant. 
To disconnect the Refrigeration Lines, the technician slides the 2 bell shaped coupling units to release the refrigeration line coupling. 
Using the torque wrench, the technician loosen screws to remove a book. Notice the orange support shelf installed as part of the procedure.  
 The SSR slides the Book from the cage carefully onto the support tray, until the lower handle touches the metal pin. 
He then removes  the memory cage cover to replace the Memory Card 
The technician slowly slides a replacement memory card into the same slot it was removed from. This is similar to replacing memory in a PC. 
See the blue locking levers  He then replaces the PU Book. All without disrupting availability. 
SLOWLY he slides the book back in and holds down the bracket hooks together, until the bracket is under the screw.Then he connects the Refrigeration Lines.  
He closes the latches on the fitting Insulator just like when we first started. There is no need for any downtime during this process
Additional Detail
To minimize impact on current workloads the customer should ensure that they have sufficient inactive physical resources on remaining books to accommodate workload during book removal. 
You can  add more CPs, ICFs, zAAPs, zIIPs, IFLs and SAPs concurrently to a z10 EC by assigning available PUs that reside on the books. . 
With the sub-capacity models, additional capacity can be provided by adding CPs, by changing the capacity identifier on current CPs or both.
Memory also can be upgraded concurrently using LIC-CC if physical memory is available 
The Plan Ahead Memory function provides for non-disruptive memory upgrades 
All z10 EC to z10 EC model upgrades are concurrent except when the target is the model E64. This is a non-concurrent upgrade because the model E64 uses a different set of MCMs.
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System z Supports Rolling Software Updates

FICON 
INFINIBAND

Coupling
Facility

STP

Data Sharing

Sysplex 
Distributor

z/OS 1.8 
CICS 2.3

z/OS 1.9 
CICS 3.1

Shutdown LPAR on z9 
for maintenance

Upgrade OS and 
middleware on LPAR 

IPL LPAR on System z9

Shutdown LPAR on 
System z10 for 
maintenance

Upgrade middleware on 
LPAR 

IPL LPAR on System 
z10 

System z9 System z10

z/OS 1.9 
CICS 3.1

z/OS 1.10 
CICS 3.2

What is Needed?

Automatic Sysplex Failover

Different versions of Operating System 
and middleware can coexist in a Sysplex

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main message 
IBM middleware is designed to keep running during upgrades and patches
Utilizes parallel sysplex to take image offline
Enables multiple software versions to co-exist in the same sysplex
Enables rolling upgrades, one node at a time
Patches as well as releases can be applied without causing disruption to application availability
The high availability benefits software maintenance so customers can test out release changes easily
Non-Disruptive Maintenance and Upgrades: 
An advantage of Parallel Sysplex is the ability to perform normally disruptive hardware and software maintenance and installations without disruption by moving workloads to alternate sysplex images. 
Additional Messages
Through data sharing and dynamic workload management, servers can be dynamically removed from or added to a cluster allowing installation and maintenance activities to be performed while the remaining systems process work. 
This allows software and hardware upgrades to be introduced one system at a time, in what is often called a “Rolling IPL”.   
Rolling IPLs require that the software in each LPAR function compatibly with different levels of the same software in the sysplex. 
IBM software and many vendor products have been designed so, at least, n and n+1 levels can co- exist. 
For IMS and DB2 subsystems, roll changes through systems at its own pace. - upgrade the LPAR having the least impact, first, and ending with the most important LPAR. 
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Consumes Less Power Than HP And Sun For The 
Same Work
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Over 9 HP Superdomes Required to Equal One IBM z10 

Comparing Energy Use and Performance

*HP Integrity Superdome Itanium 2 9050 64/128

**Sparc Enterprise M8000 16/64

Over 30 Sun Servers Required to Equal One IBM z10 11x More Watts

8x More Watts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main Message-
IBM delivers more processing power at lower energy
Many organizations looking to reduce power consumption are facing data center power challenges. 
That last rack might mean a facilities upgrade, consolidate onto z and save money with the same footprint and minimal energy costs
With the IBM System z10, clients can successfully integrate reduced power consumption with increased performance.
 Look at chart of HP and Sun—see increase in electricity consumption for same processing power as a mainframe.

(Note we have analyzed server performance using an equivalent yardstick, explain RPEs, )
Point to the energy profile needed to achieve the same functions
See how flat the z curve is
Detail
Also note   
An HP Itanium 2 Superdome 9050 (64ch/128co) consumes a maximum of 24,392 watts
[24,392 X $.114 X (24 X 365)]/1000 = $24,358 per year for electricity
Rated at  350,041 RPE�
Mainframe with similar computing capacity - a System z9   machine using 6.3 kW 
$6,291 per year for electricity 
Power cost is $18,067 per year less than HP

Similar savings on cooling capacity
Cost of cooling is about 60% additional 
Superdome total $38,974 per year vs. Mainframe $10,066
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Actual System z10 Energy Consumption Is 
Often Better 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main Message 
Actual customer footprint versus rated is much less , so our numbers are much better than what is published
Results range from 22% less to 50% less

System z10 is up to 15% more energy efficient than z9 EC
Actual energy use is typically less than rated energy 
System Z10 uses .9 watts per 1 MIPS

Improved power optimization w z10  
Refrigeration cooling designed to reduce power leakage  
New Management Capabilities
IBM Systems Director Active Energy Manager for Linux on System z
Offers a single view of energy usage across IBM platforms  
Data can be used by Tivoli Usage and Accounting Manager for chargeback

In prior samples actual was never within 10% of named, rated
 A fully loaded z10 EC with 3 cages uses 27.5 kW

Additional Messages
Energy use depends on workload, number of cages
Gathered through RETAIN phone home data—this is the same system that catches FEDC type of data
For a similar z9 study Customer data collected indicates typical energy usage is about 60% of the published rating  
Tivoli capabilities also  help organizations manage energy consumption in the data center and enable IT managers to manage power usage to reduce costs and control carbon emissions
Enhancements to IBM Active Energy Manager, introduced last year by IBM.
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The Mainframe Also Delivers More 
Compute Power Per Unit Of Floor Space

Source for HP, Sun Server calculations
Source IBM : IBM customers

One IBM z10 – 6 times less floor space than equivalent HP’s

Computing Density of Mainframe Helps Avoid Costly 
Facilities Upgrades

HP Superdome* 9050 64 
Chips/128 Cores

9 HP Superdomes 
equivalent performance to 
one IBM System z10 EC at 
6X the floor space

HP         IBM

*HP Integrity Superdome Itanium 2 9050

Performance Units in 000's

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main Message 
IBM delivers more processing power at a smaller footprint
Less space needed in general for cooling and hot aisles, less for additional cooling units
Excessive heat impacts the density of equipment placement in data centers

Additional Messages
In general companies buy racks but
Racks must be spaced far apart to allow sufficient airflow
Impacts layout of data center 
   Power densities of racks exceed threshold of many data centers
At 500 W/ft2, air-cooled racks should cover no more than 12% of the floor space.  
Typically they cover 30% of the floor space 
Heat factors result in costly facilities upgrades

Other
“Building costs for data center space can range from $400 to $4,000 per square foot, depending on facility specs” - Rick Sawyer, director of Data Center Technology for American Power Conversion
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The Combination Of Hardware And Software 
Is The Smartest Platform For A Smarter Planet

IBM Power 
Systems

IBM System z IBM System xHP

Smartest
Platform!

IBM Smart Software

Available
Scalable
Secure
Operationally
Friendly
Green

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Main Message:
  System z provides the best combination of smarter software, along with this highly efficient platform.
There is a powerful synergy between the System z hardware and the software offerings that have been designed to leverage the System z hardware strengths, making it stronger and smarter. 
SWG offerings run on all these platforms shown here, and other platforms as well, but running them on System z is a solution that best addresses all four themes of the smarter planet. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Play the Observer –where the IT folks realize the server they need is the server they have,
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